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This genuine leather Bible is beautiful inside and out. The product is actually somewhat darker in
color than the product image as of 10/13/10. The cover has some natural variations in color and
texture that is very attractive. The pages have gilded edges. Inside, the printing is clear and
readable, with the NVI and NIV set parallel to each other. There is very little showing through the
pages. The Bible is rather large, but not particularly heavy. I had to purchase an XL Bible case to
carry it, but it doesn't weigh as much as it's size would lead you to expect. It's not at all
uncomfortable to hold and use. All-in-all, this Bible is a physically beautiful manifestation of the
already beautiful Word of God.

I love this Bible! The Spanish is pretty basic since it's the NIV version and both the Spanish and
English are written side by side so it is easy to cross-reference. My only complaint is that the picture
makes it looks like the blue and orange are both a lot brighter, but it still looks nice, just know it's a
dark navy and copper color leather.

I just love this bible. I bought it initially for a bible study with a spanish speaking person; my spanish
is not so great. But I found that it could help me learn spanish as well. The translation is on the next
column making it easy to follow. The price was great too. I am very happy to have purchased this
product. The cover is paper so you may want to protect it from damage/tearing. Nonetheless, I
would recommend it.

I would rate it 23.4 if I could, as that is how much it weighs. It feels like it weighs ten pounds!The
blue in the photo is brighter than in real life. The edges are gold, cover feels like leather, and it does
have a bookmark.The print is small, but it is all consistent, and pretty clear... some bibles I've looked
at have some parts or pages that are not consistent.Need to return mine, as it's NIV, and I'm going
on a Roman Catholic tour.

I knew it was a softcover, but after purchasing I realized that Bibles shouldn't be softcover.
Especially huge Bibles such as this one. The paper is far too delicate.I expected the text to be
smaller (like the little Gideon Bibles people are given in college campuses). The text was larger than
most Bibles, which is silly considering it has to fit twice the text in it.Because the Bible had such
large text, the Bible itself was quite large as well. This is not a Bible to carry around all day.If you are
looking for a study Bible to sit on your desk only, this is a good option. If you plan on bringing it with
you anywhere, don't buy this one.

Very nice quality bilingual Bible. Quality materials and workmanship along with the contemporary
design on the cover makes this a great gift for the Spanish speaking student who wants to learn
English.

What is on the inside is what counts but I thought I was going to get a light blue/tan color Bible like it
is shown in the picture but instead I got a dark blue/light brown Bible instead. I'm not going to return
since I need it but I was disappointed by the color. Spanish/English NIV Bibles are hard to find at a
decent price anyway but I will think twice before buying from them again.

I am pleased with this Bible because I minister to other countries where English is not their first
language. It really is productive on two levels. I learn more Spanish and they learn more English,
even for their children. It is well priced and durable.
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